This page provides a comprehensive overview of the policies of this website.
1. Disclaimer
This system is made available by JRDS. Neither the agency, nor any of its employees makes
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the
accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product or process
disclosed or represents that its use would not infringe privately owned right.

2. Acceptable Use Policy
This site employs an Acceptable Use Policy (AUP) to help safeguard and enhance the use of
information by prohibiting excessive content requests or activities that may constitute a denial
of service (DoS) attack. This includes requests initiated by any network host, individual user,
or automated means to query, capture, or download data from this system.

3. User Privacy
Web Traffic
Visitors to this website will have information captured in a web server log file that notes the
date and time of access, URL address of the webpage visited, URL address of the referring
page (if provided by the browser). This information does not contain personally identifiable
information nor do we use this information to remember a user’s online interactions with our
site. This information is used to track server load, identify operational problems, to prevent
fraud and to improve the effectiveness, security, and integrity of the site.
Personal Information
When you submit a technical assistance question or request other information, you will be
asked to provide certain personal information. In all cases this information is submitted
voluntarily and will be held in confidence and will not be used without the express written
consent of the visitor. In most cases, we ask visitors making inquiries to provide their name
and email address.

4. Copyright, Restrictions and Permissions Notice
All materials posted on this site are subject to copyrights owned by JRDS or other individuals
or entities. Any reproduction, retransmission, or republication of all or part of any document
found on this site is expressly prohibited, unless JRDS or the copyright owner of the material
has expressly granted its prior written consent to so reproduce, retransmit or republish the
material. All other rights reserved.
The names, trademarks, service marks and logos of JRDS appearing on this site may not be
used in any advertising or publicity, or otherwise to indicate the organization's sponsorship of
or affiliation with any product or service, without the organization's prior express written
permission.

5. Accessibility
Individuals with disabilities may better access information contained on this web site by
clicking on the “No Styles” command in the upper left-hand corner of the web page. If you use
assistive technology (such as a Braille reader, a screen reader, TTY, etc.) and the format of
any material on this website interferes with your ability to access the information, please
contact us on the “Contact Us” page.

6. Website Security
This website is monitored for security purposes to ensure that it remains available to all users
and to protect information in the system. By accessing this website, you are expressly
consenting to these monitoring activities. Unauthorized attempts to defeat or circumvent
security features; to use the system for other than intended purposes; to deny service to
authorized users; to access, obtain, alter, damage, or destroy information; or otherwise
interfere with the system or its operation are prohibited. Evidence of such acts may be
disclosed to law enforcement authorities and result in criminal prosecution under the
Computer Fraud and Abuse Act of 1986 and/or other applicable criminal laws.

7. Linking to JRDS Website
Links may be made to the JRDS website from other personal and organizational websites as
long as JRDS endorsement or approval is not implied. We request that you link to the JRDS
site rather than downloading portions of it to another web server, so that our viewers will see
our most up-to-date information.

8. Linking to Outside Websites
Links are maintained with websites whose administration and operation are outside the
purview of this website. We disclaim any liability for the accuracy of content; validity of
systems; effectiveness of tools or technologies; or adherence to privacy, security,
accessibility, or other policies. When you follow a link to another site, you are subject to the
policies of the outside website. Linking to an outside website does not constitute any explicit
or implicit endorsement of the product, organization, information or services therein. Links are
reviewed quarterly to ensure that they work properly for all visitors.

9. Website Content
This web site provides information about services in furtherance of our mission. We make no
representations about the suitability or accuracy of the information on this site for any
purpose other than that intended. Content is reviewed quarterly, or more often as needed, to
ensure that visitors are receiving the most up-to-date information.
If you see any objectionable, inaccurate or improperly functioning content or features on this
site, please send us a message on the “Contact Us” page of this web site.
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